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Fundamental groups of algebraic fiber spaces

Ichiro Shimada

Abstract. Let / : E —> B be a dominant morphism, where E and B are smooth irreducible
complex quasi-projective varieties. Suppose that the general fiber Ff, of / is connected. We

present an algebro-geometric condition under which the boundary homomorphism d : tt2(B) —>

"I(-Pi) is well-defined, and makes the sequence

TT2(B) -? 7Tl(Ff,) -? 7Tl(E) -? 7Tl(B) -? 1

exact. As an application, we calculate the fundamental group of the complement to the dual
hypersurface of a smooth projective curve.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). 14F35, 14D05.
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1. Introduction

We work over the complex number field C
Let E and B be smooth irreducible quasi-projective varieties, and let

/ : ~E -? B

be a projective surjective morphism. Throughout this paper, we assume that the
general fiber of / is connected. Let Z be a reduced hypersurface of E. We denote

by E the complement E \ Z to Z in E, and by / the restriction / | E of / to E.
Then

/ : E -* B

is a dominant morphism with the general fiber being a smooth irreducible quasi-
projective variety. For a point a G B, we denote by Fa the fiber /^1(a), and by
Za the scheme-theoretic intersection of Fa and Z. We put

We choose a general point b of B, and a point 6 of Ff,. Let

i : Fb ^E
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denote the inclusion morphism. We will study the homomorphisms

and /„
on the topological fundamental groups induced by the morphisms i and /. By
investigating the homotopy lifting property of the morphism /, we will show the
following:

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that f : E —> B and Z satisfy the following conditions.

(Cl) Every irreducible component of the hyper surface Z is mapped surjectively onto

Bbyf.
(C2) The locus Sing / C E of the critical points of f is of codimension > 3 in E.
(C3) The locus {a G B \ Za is not reduced } is contained m a Zariski closed subset

of codimension > 2 in B.
Then the boundary homomorphism

d : n2(B,b) -+ 7Ti(F6,6)

is well-defined, and the sequence

n2(B,b) -^ 7ri(F6,6) -^ 7n(E,6) -^ 7n(B,6) -^ 1

«s exact.

In fact, Nori [8, Lemma 1.5 (C)] has proved that, under a condition milder
than (C1)-(C3), the sequence

is exact.
A special case of Theorem 1.1, where B is an affine space AN, E is a product F x

Aw of a smooth irreducible projective variety F and Aw, and / is the projection,
was proved in [10].

As an application, we will calculate the fundamental group of the complement
to the dual hypersurface of a smooth projective curve.

Let C be a compact Riemann surface of genus g > 0, and L^Ca line bundle
of degree d > 2g + 1. Then the complete linear system \L\ embeds C into the
projective space

PL :=¥*H°(C,L)
parameterizing all hyperplanes of the vector space H°(C,L) of dimension d —

<7+l. Let Cl denote the image of this embedding. We denote by C^ the dual
hypersurface of C^ in the dual projective space P^ of P^. Let B(C, d) be the braid
group on d strings on the Riemann surface C; that is, B(C, d) is the fundamental

group of the space
SymdC\Adc,

where Symd C is the symmetric product of d copies of C, which parameterizes
all effective divisors of degree d on C, and A^, is the hypersurface of Symd C
parameterizing all non-reduced effective divisors of degree d.
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Theorem 1.2. If L corresponds to a general point of the Picard variety Pic (C)
of isomorphism classes of line bundles of degree d on C, then tti(P^ \ C^) is
isomorphic to the kernel of the natural homomorphism

B{C,d) —?#1(C,Z).

Theorem 1.2 was stated in [3]. However the proof in [3] seems to be incomplete,
because the family of the complements P^ \ G^L is, in general, not locally trivial
over Picd(C). Another proof of Theorem 1.2 was also given in [7], but the proof
is sketchy.

A finite presentation of B(C, d) is given in [1], [2] and [9]. A finite presentation
of the kernel of the natural homomorphism from B(C,d) to Hi(C,Z) is given in
[6] and [7].

This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we collect miscellaneous définitions
and lemmas that will be used in this paper. In §3, we state Nori's lemma [8,

Lemma 1.5 (C)], and give a proof which is different from Nori's original proof, and
uses a similar idea as the proof of Theorem 1.1. In §4, we define the boundary
homomorphism d from ^(B) to tti(.F&), and in §5, we prove Theorem 1.1. In §6,

we prove Theorem 1.2.

The author would like to thank Professor Vik. S. Kulikov for helpful discussions.

Notation and terminologies

(1) We consider algebraic varieties with the complex topology unless otherwise
stated. An algebraic morphism </> : X —> Y is said to be locally trivial over
Y if it is locally trivial over y as a continuous map in the complex topology.

(2) The Zariski closure of a subset A of an algebraic variety is denoted by A=.

(3) For an algebraic variety X, we denote by SingX the singular locus of
X. For a morphism </> : X —> Y with X and Y smooth, we denote by
Sing <f> C X the locus of critical points of </>.

(4) We denote by / the closed interval [0,1] in R. For a subset A of Ik, we
denote by A° the interior of A in Rfc, by (A) or A the closure of A, and

by dA the boundary A \ A° of A.

(5) Let p be a point of a topological space X, and u : [Ik,dlk) —> (X,p) a

continuous map. We denote by [u] the element of -Kk{X,p) represented by
u. The constant map from Ik to the point p is denoted by 0p.

(6) Let </> : X —> Y and ip : Z —> Y be continuous maps. We say that </> is

locally trivial over ip or over Z if the pull-back

V>*</> : ip*X X xY Z ^ Z

of </> by ip is locally trivial over Z.
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. TVansversality

Let M and N be connected C°° differentiable manifolds, and S a closed subman-
ifold of N, which may have several connected components of various dimensions.
Let y be a smooth irreducible quasi-projective variety, and T a closed, reduced
(and possibly reducible) subvariety of Y.

Definition 2.1. (1) We say that a C°°-map </> : M —> N intersects S transversely
if, for anyp G cj>~1(S), we have

(2) We say that a continuous map v : Ik —> N intersects S transversely if there
exists an open subset U of Ik satisfying

v-\S) C U C TJ C (/fc)°

such that the restriction
v\U : U -^ N

of v to U is a C°°-map that intersects S transversely in the sense of (1) above.
(3) We say that a C°°-map y> : M —> y intersects T transversely if the following

hold;

• (/c^1(SingT) 0, so that y> can be regarded as a C°°-map to y\SingT, which
contains T \ Sing T as a closed submanifold, and

• as a C°°-map to7\ Sing T, <p intersects the closed submanifold T \ Sing T
transversely in the sense of (1) above.

(4) We say that a continuous map w : Ik —> Y intersects T transversely if there
exists an open subset U of Ik satisfying

w~\T) C U c U c (/fc)°

such that the restriction w \ U of w to C/ is a C°°-map that intersects T transversely
in the sense of (3) above.

Let A, y and W be open subsets of M such that the closure V of V^ in M is

compact and contained in W. Suppose that a distance function

d : N x N -> R>o

on N is given. Using the approximation theorem of continuous maps by C°°-maps
and the elementary transversality theorem ([5]), we can easily prove the following:

Lemma 2.2. Let <f>o : M —> N be a continuous map. Suppose that the restriction
</>o \A of <f>o to A is a C°°-map intersecting S transversely. Then, for any positive
real number e, there exists a continuous map <f>i : M —> N with the following
properties;
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• there exists a homotopy from (po to (pi that is stationary on M \ W,
• the restriction (pi \ (ADV) of (pi to A U V is a C°°-map intersecting S

transversely, and

• d{(po{x),(pi{x)) <e for any x G M. D

Starting from To := T, we put

where Ti is considered as a subscheme of Y with the reduced structure. Then Tn
is empty for n large enough. By définition, Ti \ Ti+i is a closed submanifold of
y\Tj_l_i. Applying Lemma 2.2 to these closed submanifolds repeatedly, we obtain
the following:

Corollary 2.3. Let ipo '¦ M —> Y be a continuous map such that ipo \ A is a C°°-

map intersecting T transversely. If
dimR M + 2 dim Sing T < 2 dim Y,

then there exists a continuous map tpi : M —> Y with the following properties;

• there exists a homotopy from ipo to ipi that is stationary on M \ W, and

• the restriction ipi \ (A U V) of <pi to A U V is a C°°-map intersecting T
transversely. D

Corollary 2.4. Let wq : Ik —> Y be a continuous map such that wo"1(T) is
contained m (Ik)°. If

k + 2 dim Sing T < 2 dim Y,

then there is a continuous map w\ : Ik —> Y intersecting T transversely that is
homotopic to wq relative to dlk. D

2.2. Local triviality of a C°°-map

Let M and N be C°° manifolds, and R a closed submanifold of M, which may
have several connected components of various dimensions. Let (p : M —> N be a

C°°-map.

Lemma 2.5. Let K be a non-empty compact subset of M contained in the inverse
image (p^1(p) of a point p G N. Suppose that (p is smooth at every point of K, and
that the restriction (p \ R of (p to R is smooth at every point of RC\K. Then there
exist open neighborhoods V ofp in N and U of K in M contained in </> (V) such
that the pair of the C°°-maps

{(P\U,(P\UC\R) : (U,UnR) -? V

is locally trivial. D
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2.3. The topological discriminant locus of an algebraic morphism

Let X and Y be smooth irreducible quasi-projective varieties, and </> : X —> Y a

dominant morphism.

Definition 2.6. The topological discriminant locus S^ is the minimal Zariski
closed subset among the Zariski closed subsets S of y with the following properties;

• S contains the locus </>(Sing </>) of the critical values of </>, and

• </> is locally trivial over Y \ E. (See Notation and terminologies (1) and (6).)

There always exists the topological discriminant locus S^ (possibly S^ 0)
such that Ü0 ^ Y ([8, Lemma 1.5 (A)]).

2.4. Bertini's Theorem

See [4, Theorem 1.1] for the proof of the following:

Lemma 2.7. Let X C VN be an irreducible quasi-projective variety of codimension
c in V and let A be a general linear subspace o/P with dimension c+ 1.

(1) The scheme-theoretic intersection A Pi X is an irreducible curve.
(2) Suppose that dim Sing X < dimX — 2. Then AflX«s smooth.

(3) Suppose that X is smooth. Then the inclusion A Pi X "—> X induces a

surjective homomorphism from tti(A Pi X) to tti(X). D

3. Nori's lemma

Let / : E —> B be as in §1. We denote by Ej C ß the topological discriminant
locus of /. We will consider S^ as a reduced subscheme of B. In particular, we
have

dim Sing T,f < dim B — 2.

Since we have assumed that the general fiber of / is connected, Fa is connected
for any «eß\Sj. Since b G B is general, we can assume b <£ Y,f.

Proposition 3.1 ([8], Lemma 1.5 (C)). Suppose that the Zariski closed subset

Hi := { a e B | Fa \ (Fa n Sing/) 0 }=

«s o/ codimension > 2 in B. Then the sequence

exact.
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We hope that the proof of Proposition 3.1 given below will be helpful in
understanding the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1. First we prove the following
lemmas, which will be also used in §4.

Lemma 3.2. Let £ : I —> B \ £/ be a path. Suppose that points po G -Fç(o) and

Pi G -fç(i) are given. Then there exists a lift £ : / —? E\f 1(Y,f) of £ that satisfies

£(0) =po and£{l) =px.

Proof. Since / is locally trivial over £, the pull-back ÇE^Ioi /Jay £ is trivial.
Since the fiber of ^*E —> / is connected, the existence of the lift £ connecting po
and pi follows. D

Lemma 3.3. Letv : Ixl -^ B be a continuous map that intersects Ey transversely
and satisfies v~1(E,i) 0. Suppose that we are given a lift

(vo)~ : / x {0} -? E

of the restriction vo := v\I x {0} of v to I x {0}. T/iera i/iere ei^sis a lift

v : Ixl ^ E

of v such that the restriction v \ I x {0} of v to I x {0} is equal to (vq)~, and that
1 is empty.

Proof. Since v intersects S^ transversely, w^1(S^) is a finite set of points of (Ixl)°.
In particular, the image of (t>o)~ is disjoint from Sing /, because Sing / C /1
by the définition of the topological discriminant locus. We put

Since v{pi) £ Si, there exists at least one point of Fvçp.^ at which / is smooth.
Hence there is an open neighborhood Ui of v{pi) on which a holomorphic local
section

of / is defined. Note that st(Ut) D Sing/ 0. There exists a homeomorphism

ip: IxI^IxI
such that ip\I x {0} is the identity map of / x {0}, and that

V>(pî) (i/(N + 1), 1/2) G (/ x /)° for every Pî G v\
We choose a sufficiently small positive real number p, and put

; := {(i/(N+l),t)€lxI | t G [0,1/2 - p] }.
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We then put
N

A^V-HAJ), Zi:=i>-x{Z'i) and Q := (/ x {0}) U \J(At U Zt).

Since p is small enough, we can assume that w(Aj) C C/j. Therefore a lift

(w | A,)~ : At ^ E

of -y | Aj can be defined by

(v\Aty :=Slo(v\At).
Note that

(«|Ai)~(Ai)nSing/ 0. (3.1)

We put

(/ x {0}) n Zi {n}, AînZî {qî}, and qî:={v\Aîr{qî)eE.
Since Z-% n v~1('£f) 0, w(Zj) is contained in B\T,f. By Lemma 3.2, we have a

lift
(v\Zt)~ : Zt -+ E

oî v\Zt such that (v \ Zj)~(rj) (vo)^(rt) and (w | Zi)r"{qi) qt. Then a lift

(«|Q)~ : g ^ S

of w | Q can be defined by

(«|Qr(p):=

Note that w^1(S/) is contained in the interior of Q. Hence / is locally trivial over
the restriction v \ ((/x I)\Q°) of v to (Ix I)\Q°. Since Q is a strong deformation
retract of / x /, we can extend (v \ Q)~ to a lift

v : I xl -> E

of v. Since Sing/ is contained in /^1(S/), we have

^ C «-HS/) C UA».

Since w | Aj coincides with (v | Aj)~, we have î'^1(Sing/) 0 by (3.1). By
construction, v | / x {0} coincides with (vq)~. D

Proof of Proposition 3.1. The surjectivity of /* follows immediately from the
connectedness of the general fiber of /. It is also obvious that Im«, is contained in
Ker/*. Hence all we have to prove is Ker/* Ç Iim*.
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0
1

FlG. 3.1. The curve segment Zi connecting rj and

Suppose that a loop
(£,5)

represents an element [w] of Ker/*. By Corollary 2.4, we can assume that
11 ®- There is a homotopy

w : (/, dl)xl -> (B, b)

from the loop

fou : (B,b)

to the constant loop 06. We have w~1ÇEf) C (/ x /)°. Note that Sx C S/. By
Corollary 2.4 and the assumption on the codimension of Si, we can assume that
w intersects Ey transversely, and that w^1(Si) is empty. We put

We can define a lift

of w | if by

(w\K)~(p) :=

There is a homeomorphism

K := (dlxl)ö(lx {0}).

(w | K)~ : K -* E

f& if pedl x I,
[u(t) ifp=(t,O) elx {0}.

{0})

that is locally diffeomorphic at each point of (w o Then w o intersects
Tif transversely. We define a lift of (w o | / x {0} to be the composite (w
(C | / x {0}). This lift can be extended to a lift (w o ()" of w o by Lemma 3.3.
Hence we can extend (w \ K)~ to a lift

w : (I, dl)xl -+ (E, I)

of w by defining w := (w o C)~ ° C 1- We defîne a loop
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FlG. 3.2. The homotopy w and its lift w

v! : (Fb,b)

to be the restriction w \ I x {1} of w to / x {1}. Then w yields a homotopy from
the given loop u in £7 to the loop u' in i7;,. Therefore we have

\u\ \u'\ elm»,.
Thus Ker /* Ç Im {* is proved. D

4. The boundary honiomorphism

We consider the following condition on / : E —> B.

Condition (S). There exists a locally closed smooth irreducible subvariety S of
E with the following properties.

Let g : S —> B denote the restriction of / to S. For a point a e B, we
denote by Ga the fiber g 1(a).

(SI) The morphism gr is dominant.
(S2) Let S9 C ß be the topological discriminant locus of <;. Then the Zariski

closed subset
S2 := E/ n Ss

of ß is of codimension > 2.

(S3) The Zariski closed subset

S3 := { a e B | Ga \ (Ga n Sing/) 0 }=

of ß is of codimension > 2.

(S4) If a G B is general, then Ga is connected, and the inclusion of Ga into Fa
induces a surjective homomorphism from 7ri(Ga) to tti (-Po)-

Proposition 4.1. Suppose the following:
(a) T/ie Zariski closed subset

S4 := { a G B I fa \ (fa Pi Sing /) is empty or not connected }~

of B is of codimension > 2.
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(b) The condition (S) is satisfied.
(c) The Zariski closed subset Sing / of E is of codimension > 2.

Then there exists a homomorphism d from 7^(5,6) to tti(.F(,,6) such that Ker«*
coincides with Im d.

Proof. There exists a proper Zariski closed subset £(/lS) of B containing the union
Tif U Ss such that the pair

(f,g) : (E,S) -+ B

of the morphisms / and g are locally trivial over B \ £(/lS) • Let E£, -, be the union
of all irreducible components of £(/lS) that are not contained in S/UE9. We put

S5 := E'(/>fl) n (E, U Efl),

which is a Zariski closed subset of B with codimension > 2. The Zariski closed
subset

of B is of codimension > 2 by the assumptions.

Definition 4.2. We say that a continuous map

w : (/2,9/2) ^ (5,6)

is £iood if w intersects ~£(ftg) transversely, and w^1(S) is empty. A lift

w :I2 ^ E

of a good continuous map w is said to be a good /«/£ if w(K) consists of a single
point 6, where K := (I x {0}) U (9/ x /), and w 1(Sing/) is empty.

Let [w] be an element of ^(B, 6). We can assume that [w] is represented by
a good continuous map w by Corollary 2.4. Because S^ is contained in £(/iS), w
intersects E^ transversely. Because Si in Proposition 3.1 is contained in S4, we
have w^1(Si) 0. There is a homeomorphism

such that w o intersects S^ transversely. By Lemma 3.3, we can lift wo(to
(wo()~ : (/2,/x {0}) -> (E,b)

such that (wo()"(I2) nSing/ 0. Putting w := (wo£)~ o^ 1, we obtain a good
lift

w : {I2 ,K) —> (E,b)

of w. We will define 9([«;]) to be the element of ^1(^5, b) represented by the loop

w\I x {1} : (I,dl) -> (Fb,b).
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To show that this definition makes sense, we will prove that the homotopy class

of the loop w\I x {1} in Fb does not depend on the choice of a good continuous

map w representing [w], and a good lift w of w. Let

w0 : (/2,9/2) -? (B,b) and Wl : {I2,dl2) -> (B,b)

be good continuous maps representing a same element [w] G ^2{B, b), and let

ûTo ¦ (I2,K) -? (E,b) and wl : (I2,K) -? (E,b)

be good lifts of wo and w\, respectively. There exists a homotopy

h : (I2,dl2) xl -> (B,b)

from wo to w\. We choose a sufficiently small positive real number t, and let

be the continuous map defined by

{(p,0)
ift€[0,4r],

[p, (*-4t)/(1-8t)) If t G [4t, 1-4t],
(p,l) if te [1-4t,1],

Then the continuous map

/»op: (/2,9/2) x/ -^ (B,5)

is also a homotopy from wo to w\. We replace h by h o p. By the definition of
good continuous maps, both of wo"1(S) and w^f1(S) are empty. Hence we have

h-\Z) C I2 x (4t, 1-4t).
Moreover, there exist open subsets Aq and Ai of /2 satisfying

w-\EUtg)) C A, C Av C (/2)° (^ 0,1)

such that the restrictions

w^ | A„ : A^ -^ ß {v 0,1)

of Wjx to Ajx are C°°-maps intersecting £(/.s) transversely. We put

A := (Ao x (0, At)) U (Ai x (1 - 4r, 1)).

Then h \ A is a C°°-map intersecting S(^>3) transversely, and (/i | A)^1(S) is empty.
There exist open subsets V and T^ of I2 x / satisfying

^(Sc/.s) U S) n (/2 x [3r, 1 - 3t]) C V C F
CWcFc (/2)° x (2t, 1 - 2t).

By Corollary 2.3, we obtain a continuous map

ti : I2 x / -? ß

with the following properties;
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• h and h! are homotopic relative to (I2 x I) \ W, and
• the restriction h' \ A U V is a C°°-map intersecting £(/lS) transversely, and its

image is disjoint from S.

In particular, h' is again a homotopy from wo to w\ stationary on dl2. We

replace h by /i'. Then the homotopy h has the following properties;

• h 1(^(ftg)) is a one-dimensional manifold with the boundary, and the boundary

dh 1(^(f,g)) is contained in (/2)° x dl,
• h(p,t) h(p,0) iît G [0,2t], while %,t) h{p, 1) if t e [1 - 2t, 1].

Note that /i^1(S/), /i^1(Ss) and /i^1(S/, J are disjoint, and each of them is a

union of connected components of h~1{Ti^fg)).
We put

L := (K x I) U (/2 x 9/),

and define a lift
(h\L)~ : L ^ E

of /i | L by the following,

{6
ifpeif,

^(p) if * 0,

5^(p) if t 1.

For the well-definedness of d, it is enough to show that the lift (h \ L)~ extends to
a lift

h : (/2,if) xl -* (E,b)

of /i; that is, there exists a lift h oi h such that /i | L coincides with [h\L)"J.
Because the restriction of such a lift h to / x {1} x I will yield a homotopy from
the loop wo | / x {1} to the loop w{\I x {1} in Ff,.

We will modify h by a homeomorphism

* : /2 x / ^ /2 x /.

H : I2 xl ^ B
We denote by

the composite h o ^ of h and ^. We put

r:=H
For a subset J of /, we put

Tj :=m(/2 x J).

When J consists of a single point t, we write Ft instead of F{t}. By choosing an
appropriate homeomorphism 'J, we can assume the following.

*-1(L) /2 x {0}.
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FlG. 4.1. The homeomorphism

There exists an open subset A of 72 x {0} such that

.FoCAcIc (/2)° x{0}, and

• H(p,t) H(p,0) if (p,0) e A and te [0,t].
In particular, we have F[ojT] =Fq x [0, t].
The closed subset F of 72 x / is a closed submanifold of (/2)° x / with
boundary. From (^1) and (^2) above, the boundary <9F is equal to Fo,
which is a finite subset of points of A. The interior F° F \ <9F of F is a

one-dimensional manifold.
(\I>4) The projection if : F° —> 7° given by (p, i) i-> t is a Morse function. If

(</î,7î) G F° and (</j,7j) € F° are distinct critical points of y>, then the
critical values 7j and jj are also distinct.

Let ((/i, 71),..., ((/at, 7jv) be the critical points of if. By renumbering, we have

For t G 7, we define

Ht : 72 x [0,t] -? B

to be the restriction of 77 to 72 x [0,t]. We can define a lift

770 : I2 x {0} -+ 75

of 77o by
770 := (ft | L)~ o (* | 72 x {0}),

because ^ induces a homeomorphism from 72 x {0} to L by
enough to show that 77o extends to a lift

Hi : I2 x I -> E

above. It is

of 77 77i, because 77i o will be the desired lift h of h 77 o
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Definition 4.3. We say that a lift Ht of Ht has the property (V) if there exists
an open subset Vt of I2 x {£} satisfying

• TjCVtCVtCil2)0 x{t}, and

• Ht maps Vt to the subvariety S of E.

First we will extend Hq to a lift

HT : /2 x [0, t] -? S

of HT with the property (V). We put

Then we have

ff(c„, t) #(c„, 0) for te[0,r].
We put ^

a„ := H(c„,0) G £/, and aF:=ffo(cF,O)eFa/

Because wô~ (Sing/) 0 and w~\~ (Sing/) 0 by the définition of good lifts,
the point o.v (h | L)~(^r(cJ/,0)) is not contained in Sing/. Because h~1(E,) 0,

we have H~1(E,) 0, and hence av £ S. This implies the following;
• ^ \ (-fa^, H Sing /) is connected,
• Gav <f_ Sing /, and

• av ^ Ss. In particular, gr is smooth at every point of Gav.
We choose a point a^ G Ga^ \ (Gav n Sing/). Then we can connect «j, and o!v by
a path

6 : I ^ Fau\(FaunSingf).
Since ^(/) is compact, there exist, by Lemma 2.5, an open neighborhood Dv of
av in ß and an open neighborhood M^, of £„(/) in f l(DlJ) such that the pair

(/ | M,, <71 M, n S) : (M„ M„nS)^ Ö,

is locally trivial. We choose a small closed disk A„ in /2 with the center cv such

that
• Ajx x {0} C A, where A is the open subset of I2 x {0} that has appeared

in (*2), and

• H0(p, 0) G Mv for all p G A^.
Then H(p, 0) G i)^ for all p G A^, and hence we have

H(Avx[0,t])cDv.
We can define a lift

} x[0,t]))~ : K}x[0,r] ^ S

ofF|({c,}x[0,r])by
x [0, t]))~(Ci,, t) := e,(t/r) G Fa„
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This lift satisfies

(H | {{c} x [0, t]))~(Ci/, 0) a, Ho(c„, 0), and

(H | ({c„} x [0, r]))~(Cl/, r) < e Go„ n M„.
Since g | (M„ n S*) is locally trivial over Dv, and H(AI/ x {t}) is contained in Dv,
we have a lift

(H | A, x {r})~ :A„x{r}^M„nS
of iJ | A„ x {t} with respect to g \ [Mu n S*) such that

We put
Qv := (A, x {0}) U ({c} x [0,r]) U (A, x {r}).

By gluing Ho \ Av x {0}, (# | ({c„} x [0, t]))~ and (F | A^ x {t})~ together, we
obtain a lift

V)~ : Qv -+ E

of H | Qj/ such that (H \ Ql,)"J{Qu) C M^. Since Qv is a strong deformation retract
of Av x [0, t], and A^, x [0, t] is mapped in 1?^ by i7, we can use the homotopy
lifting property of the locally trivial map / | Mv : Mv —> i)^, and extend (i7 | Qv)~
to a lift

(ff|A,x[0,r]r : A, x [0, r] ^ S

of H | A^ x [0, t]. We then put

it" := (/2 x {0}) U (J(A„x[0,t]).

Gluing i7o and (i7 | A^ x [0, t])~ (« 1,..., m) together, we obtain a lift

{H\R)~ : R -> E

of H\R. Since R is a strong deformation retract of I2 x [0,t], and / is locally
trivial over

H | ({I2 x [0, r]) \ R°) : (/2 x [0, r]) \ Ä° ^ B,

we can extend (i7 | i?)~ to a lift

HT : I2 x [0, t] -^ S

of i7T. By the construction, i7T is an extension of Ho. Moreover, since UJ/(A° x
{t}) is an open subset of/2 x {t} containing FT and is mapped into Uj,(Mj,n<S>) C S

by i7T, this extension HT has the property (V).
Next we prove the following:

Claim 4.4. Suppose that we are given a closed interval [u, v] contained in [t, 1]

and a lift
Ĥu : I2 x [0, u] -> S
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v u V U

Case 1 Case 2+ Case 2"

FIG. 4.2. The three cases

of Hu with the property (V). Then Hu can be extended to a lift

Hv : 72 x [0, v] -? E

of Hv with the property (V) in the following two cases:
Case 1. The closed interval [u, v] contains no critical values of the Morse

function <p : F° —> 7°. (See the condition (^4).)
Case 2. There exists a critical value 7j of <p such that u 7j- — e and v 7j + e,

where e is a sufficiently small positive real number.

Starting from 77T jind repeating the extension of 77„ to 77^ in the above two
cases, we can extend HT to a lift 77i : 72 x 7 —> 7 of 77 77i. The well-defmedness
of the boundary homomorphism d : ^^(B) —> ^(Tb) will thus be established.

Proof of Claim 4-4- We divide Case 2 into the following two sub-cases:

Case 2+. The critical point (qi,^i) of y> is of index +1.
Case 2 The critical point (qi,%) of y is of index — 1.

By the property (V) of 77„, we have an open subset V(FU) of 72 x {«} such that

r„ c v(ru) c y(ru) c (72)° x {«},

and that 77„ maps V(TU) into S. We decompose F[Uit,] into the disjoint union of

v]
an<^ l' wnere is the union of all connected components of

that do not contain any critical point of if, and Ffu v, := ^[u,v] \ T'L v] ¦ In Case 1,

FfM i is empty, while in Case 2, Ffu v, consists of a single connected component.
In both cases, each connected component of Y'/ is mapped homeomorphically
onto [u, v] by the projection if. We put

K ¦= r^,u] n (72 x {u}) {(Cl,u),...,(ck,u)}.
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There exists a trivialization

(^KHr[¥l) -^ (i2xW,r:)x[v]
\ " /[u,v]

of the pair (I2 x [u, v], T'/ of topological spaces over [u, v] such that the restriction

a 1I2 x {u} of the homeomorphism <r is the identity map of I2 x {«}. For
each point (cv,u) of F^', we choose a sufficiently small closed disk Av in /2 with
the center cv such that Av x {«} C V(F„), and put

k

,v]), T := \J Tvx[u,]),

Then T is a closed tubular neighborhood of T'/uv, in I2 x [«, w]. Since we have

lg)(S) 0, F n H~1{Ylg) is empty. Hence, by taking Av small enough, we can
assume that

Tni7-1(
Then gr is locally trivial over H \ T. Since

is contained in V(TU), the property (V) of Hu implies

HU{TU) c S.

Therefore, using the homotopyjifting property of the pull-back of g : S —> B by
H | T : T -^ B, we can extend #„ | T„ to a lift

(H\T)~ : T -^ S

of H | T with respect to g. Gluing i7„ and (H \ T)~ together, we obtain a lift

F„.T : (/2 x [0,m])UT -^ E

of the restriction

F|((/2 x [0,w])UT) : (/2 x [0,m])UT -^ ß

of i7 that satisfies
^Hu,t(T)cS (4.1)

Case 1. In this case, we have ^[u,v] F'/ and hence

(/2x[0,«])\((/2x[0,W])UT)° (4.2)

is disjoint from F. Hence / is locally trivial over the restriction of H to (4.2).
Moreover, (I2 x [0, u] U T is a strong deformation retract of /2 x [0, -y]. Hence we

can extend Hut to a lift
Hv : I2 x [0, w] -? S
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Px«

FIG. 4.3. Case 1

of Hv. Since

T° := T° n {I2 x {v})

is an open subset of I2 x {v} containing Tv, and HV(T°) HUjt{T°) is contained

in S, the lift Hv thus constructed has the property (V).
Case 2. Note that the critical point (</j,7i) of the Morse function tp in the

region I2 x [u,v] is not contained in i7^1(Ss), because i7^1(S) 0. Note also

that, taking the closed discs Au small enough, we can assume that

Case 2+. Since e is small enough, there exists a positive real number S such

that the closed subset

R := { (p,t) e I2 x [u,v] | b-</i|<<5, W + e/2<t<«}
of I2 x / satisfies the following;

r[UiU]cA, Tnß 0 and r1(E9)ni? ft

We put
A :={%} x [u,u + £/2],

which is a line segment connecting

r0 := (qi,u) e I2 x {u} and r\ := (qu u + e/2) G iî.

Since e is small enough, we can assume that

TnA 0.

We put ^
/30 := Hu(r0) £ FH{ro).
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!'¦ ¦ h

FIG. 4.4. Case 2+

Since H(ri) £ Es, we have a point

A ^ G\ff(ri)-

Since H~1('£f) n A 0, Lemma 3.2 gives us a lift

)~ : A ^ E

of i7 | A such that

and /?i G S.

Since gr is locally trivial over H \ R and {ri} is a strong deformation retract of R,
we have a lift

(H\R)~ : fl -? 5

of i7 | R with respect to g such that

We put
Q := (/2 x [0,w])UTuAu£

Gluing HUyT, (H \ A)~ and (iJ | i?)~ together, we obtain a lift

(H\Qr :Q ^ E

oî H \Q. Since the interior of Q contains F^t,], / is locally trivial over

F | ({I2 x [0, «]) \ Q°) : (/2 x [0, v]) \Q° -+ B.

Moreover, Q is a strong deformation retract of I2 x [0,v]. Hence we can extend

(H | Q)~ to a lift
Hv : I2 x [0, w] -^ S
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of Hv. Note that
(fl°uT°)n(/2 x {v})

is an open subset of I2 x {v} containing I\,, and it is mapped to S by Hv from
the construction. Thus the lift Hv has the property (V).

Case 2 Since H~1(E,) 0, we have

Since e is small enough, there exist an open ball V in {I2 x I)° containing (</j,7j)
and coordinates [x,y,z) defined on V such that the following hold:

• v d t[UiV], v n H-ipg) 9,vn H-\VUg)) 0, vn T 0.

• The critical point (</j, 7J is the origin (0, 0, 0) of the coordinates (x, y, z).

• The projection V^ —> / onto the second factor of I2 x I is given by

(x,y,z) i-> z + 7j.

• The real one-dimensional curve H ^, is given by

in terms of (x, y, z).

We introduce the usual Euclidean distance ||-, -|| on V with respect to (x, y, z). Let

p be a sufficiently small positive real number, and let P be the set of all (p, t) G V
satisfying

• te [u,v], and

• there exists a point (p',f) G T'[uv] such that \\(p,t), (p',t')\\ < p.

Then P is a closed tubular neighborhood of Ffi in /2 x [m, w]. Taking p small
enough, we can assume that

Pu := P D (I2 x {u})

is contained in the open neighborhood V(TU) of F„ in I2 x {u}. Let D be the
connected component of

((vn(i2x[u,v]))\P°)n{x o}

containing the point (0, 0, —e). Then D is homeomorphic to the 2-dimensional
closed disk. We put

Ao := D n (I2 x {«}), and Ai := D n P.

Let ro and ri be the end-points of the line segment Ao. Then Ai is a curve segment
on the boundary of the tube P connecting ro and r\, and the boundary dD of the
disk D is Ao U Ai. Since

H-\EUtg)) ni) (ruH-\Eg) uH-\E[f<g))) nfl d,
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P x I«I

FIG. 4.5. Case

the pair (/, g) of the morphisms is locally trivial over H\D. Since D is contractible,
we have a trivialization

((H\D)*E,(H\D)*S)

(H\D)*(f,g) X

(F,G)xD

D

of the pull-back of (/, g) by H \ D, where (F, G) is a pair of topological spaces
homeomorphic to the general fiber of (f,g). The continuous map

Hu | Ao : Ao -^ E

naturally yields a lift
s0 : Ao -> (H\D)*E

of Ao ^ -D with respect to (i7 | D)*f. We fix a homeomorphic path

A : / -+ Ao

from ro to r\, and define a path s0 : / —> F by

where

prF : F x D ^ F

is the natural projection. Because ro and r\ are contained in Pu C

and Hu(r\) are contained in S*. Hence we have

4(0) G G, 4(1) G G.

U), Hu(ro)
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Note that both of F and G are path-connected. Moreover, from the item (S4) of
the condition (S), the inclusion G ^-> F induces a surjective homomorphism from
7i"i(G) to -ki(F). Since G is path-connected, we have a path

4 : / -? G

from Sg(l) to Sq(0). Then sos2 is a loop in F with the base point so(O). Hence

there exists a loop
s'O2 : (7,57) - (G,4(0))

such that

K] K4] in

We define a path
s[ : / -? G

from Sg(0) to so(l) to be the conjunction of the loop s'O2 and the inverse path
(4)"1 of 4 inG;

si := 42 • (4)^-
Then s0 and s't are homotopic in F relative to dl. Thus we have a homotopy

r] : Ixl ^ F

from s0 to s't stationary on dl. We have a continuous map

t : Ixl -> D

such that
• t maps / x {0} to Ao and / x {1} to Ai homeomorphically,
• t contracts {0} x / to the point tq, and {1} x / to the point r\,
• the homeomorphism t\I x {0} from / x {0} to Ao coincides with the home-

omorphic path A : / —> Ao, and
• t induces a homeomorphism from 7° x 7 to D \ {ro, ri}.

Then there exists a unique continuous map

rto ¦ D -> F
such that r\ factors as t/d ° t. We define a continuous map

?yD : 7J> -^ 71 x 7J>

by Vd(p) '¦= (vd(p)iP)- Then we can define a lift

(77|£>)~ : D -> E

of 77 | 7J» by
(77|7J>)~ ^

where prB : (77|7J>)*T? —> 75 is the natural projection, and ^d is the
homeomorphism from (H\D)*E to 71 x 7J that has appeared in the trivialization of
(77 | £>)*(/, g) over £>. Then we have
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because (H | D)~ | Ao coincides with

os0 : Ao —>¦ E

by the construction. Hence we can glue Hut and (H \ D)~ along Ao, and obtain
a lift

Hu,tud ¦ (I2 x [0, u]) U T U D -? E

oî H\((I2 x [0, u]) U T U D). Since s'x is a path in G, we have

Hu.tud(M) C 5.

Since Pu P P\ (I2 x {«}) is contained in V(TU), we have

Hu.tud(Pu) C S1.

Since P„ U Ai is a strong deformation retract of P, and g is locally trivial over
H | P, we can extend Hu,Tud I (-P« U Ai) to a lift

y : P -^ S

oî H \P with respect to g. We put

R:= (I2 x [0,«])UTUl)UP.

Gluing HuTud and (i7 | P)~ together, we obtain a lift

{H\R)~ : R -? S

of i7 | iî. Since iî is a strong deformation retract of /2 x [0,w], and / is locally
trivial over (I2 x [0, v])\R°,we can extend (H | ß)~ to a lift

Hv : I2 x [0, w] -? S

of i7^. Since T° T° C\ [I2 x {«}) is an open subset of I2 x {v} containing I\,,
and

HV(T°) HU,T{T°V) c S,

the lift i^, thus constructed have the property (V).
Thus the proof of Claim 4.4 is completed. D

The boundary map d : ^(B, b) —> ^1(^5, 6) is now well-defined. If

w : (I2,dl2) -^ (B,b) and w' : (I2,dl2) -? (ß, 6)

are good continuous maps, and

w : (I2,K) -^ (E,b) and w' : (I2,K) -^ (E,b)

are their good lifts, then the continuous map

w + w' : (I2,dl2) -? (ß,6)
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defined by
JW(2S,t) if se [0,1/2]

(w -\- w )(s,t) := <V A ' ; |y(2s-l,t) if s G [1/2,1]

is also a good continuous map, and the continuous map

w + w' : (I2,K) -? (£,&)

defined in the same way is a good lift of w + «/. Hence 9 is a homomorphism.
Now we will prove that Im d coincides with Ker«*, using the condition (c). It is

obvious that Im d is contained in Ker«*. Suppose that a loop

v : (I,dl) -+ (Fb,b)

represents an element of Ker«*. Then there exists a homotopy

w : (/, dl) x / -> (E, b)

in E from the constant loop Og to v. Note that w(K) consists of a single point b. If
/^1(S) had an irreducible component of codimension 1 in E, then the assumption
that the codimension of S in B is > 2 implies that this irreducible component of
/^1(S) would be contained in Sing/. Hence /^1(S) must be of codimension > 2

in E. By Corollary 2.4, we can assume that

and that w intersects f 1(^(f,g)) transversely. Then

w:= fow : (/2,9/2) -? (B,b)

is a good continuous map, and w is a good lift of w. Hence we have [v] d([w]).
Therefore Ker«,,, is contained in Im d. D

5. Proof of Theorem 1.1

By Propositions 3.1 and 4.1, it is enough to show that the three conditions (Cl)-
(C3) in Theorem 1.1 imply the conditions (a)-(c) in Proposition 4.1. (Note that
Si is contained in S4.) Since Theorem 1.1 is trivial when dimE dimB or
dim B 0, we will assume

dim!? > dimB > 0.

The condition (c) follows immediately from (C2).

Claim 5.1. The Zariski closed subset

Ee := { a G B | Fa is not irreducible }=

of B is of codimension > 2.
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Proof of Claim 5.1. Suppose that Eq had an irreducible component Sg of codimen-
sion lin B. Let £ be a general point of S6. Since F^ is connected, there exist two
irreducible components of Fç intersecting at a point p. Since £ is general in Sg,
/~1(Sg) is not locally irreducible at p. Let A\ and Ai be distinct local irreducible
components of /~1(S6) at p. Then A\ n A 2 is of codimension 2 in £7, because

both of A\ and A2 are hypersurfaces in the smooth variety E. Since A\ n A2 is

contained in Sing/, we get a contradiction to (C2). D

Claim 5.2. TTie Zariski closed subset S4 o/B is of codimension > 2.

Proof of Claim 5.2. Suppose that S4 had an irreducible component S4 of codimension

1 in B. Let £ be a general point of S4. By Claim 5.1, F^ is irreducible. If
Fç is empty, then F^ is contained in Z. Since £ is general in S4, the hypersurface
/~1(S4) would be contained in Z, and hence we get a contradiction to (Cl). If Fç
is non-empty and contained in Sing /, then Fç is contained in Sing / and hence

we get a contradiction to (C3). Therefore Fç \ (Fç D Sing/) is non-empty. Since

£ G S4, the Zariski open subset Fç \ (Fç D Sing/) of Fç must be not connected,
which contradicts to the irreducibility of Fç. D

Thus all we have to prove is that the condition (S) is satisfied. Let Si

Ey, be the irreducible components of S^ with codimension 1 in B, and let ^({)
be a general point of S\, By Claim 5.1, F^ is irreducible. By the condition

(C2), Fç(i) n Sing / is of codimension > 2 in F^. By the condition (C3), Z^ is

reduced.
Since E is quasi-projective, we can embed E into a projective space FN. We

choose a general linear subspace A of VN with

dim A := N - dim£? + dimB+ 1.

Let a be a general point of B, and let d be the degree of Za in FN. Then fonA
is a smooth connected projective curve, and Za (~) A consists of distinct d points.
Moreover, by Lemma 2.7, the inclusion fa n A ^ fo induces a surjective homo-

morphism from the fundamental group of the punctured Riemann surface Fa(~)A to
the fundamental group of Fa. Moreover F^ n A is a smooth connected projective
curve disjoint from Sing / with genus equal to the genus of Fa n A by Lemma 2.7,
and Zççf) D A consists of distinct d points.

We put
S :=ADE

Then the general fiber Ga of g is a compact Riemann surface minus d distinct
points, and its fundamental group is mapped surjectively onto the fundamental
group of Fa. Since the genus of the compactification of the fibers of g and the
number of the punctured points do not vary locally around £({), the point £({) is

not contained in Es. Hence S2 £/ n Ss is of codimension > 2 in B.
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Let Z(1), Z(n) be the irreducible components of Z. Note that

dimZ(j) dim E - 1 > N - dim A,

because we have assumed dimB > 0. Since A is general, Lemma 2.7 implies that
n A is irreducible of dimension equal to dimB, and the restriction of / to
n A is generically finite. Therefore the locus

{ a G B | dim(Za n A) > 1 }

is contained in a Zariski closed subset of B with codimension > 2. Hence the
locus {a G B | Ga 0} is also contained in a Zariski closed subset of B with
codimension > 2. Therefore, if S3 had an irreducible component of codimension
< 1 in B, then it must be contained in /(Sing/) and hence in Ey. Because G^
is non-empty and disjoint from Sing/, £({) is not contained in S3. Hence S3 is of
codimension > 2 in B. Therefore the condition (S) is satisfied. D

6. Proof of Theorem 1.2

For a line bundle L —> C of degree d on C, we denote by [L] G Picd(C) the
corresponding point of the Picard variety. We consider the natural morphism

f : SymdC -? Picd(C),

which is smooth and projective. The fiber f^1([L]) of f over [L] G Pic (C) is

identified with the projective space

Pi =V*H°(C,L)

of one-dimensional linear subspaces of H°(C,L). The dual hypersurface CyL C

P^ of the curve Cl C Pl is the intersection of f^1([L]) with the hypersurface
Ap C Symd C. We equip A£, with the reduced structure. The degree of C^ does

not depend on [L]. Hence the scheme-theoretic intersection of f^1([L]) and A^, is

reduced for any [L] G Picd(C). We denote by r the restriction off to Symd C\ A^.
Then Theorem 1.1 implies that the sequence

1 -^ *i{PÏ\Cl) -^ 7r1(SymdC\Adc) -^ ^i(Picd(C)) ^ 1,

is exact for a general [L] G Picd(C), because 7r2(Picd(C)) 0. Therefore tti(P^ \
CyL is isomorphic to the kernel of the natural homomorphism

because t* is identified with this homomorphism. D
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